Abstract-when armament projecting on fixed target is conducted, the deviation of the actual position of the impact point relative to the predetermined position has substantial randomness, causing difficulty in the analysis of armament scale or concentrated application effect. By building sequence coordinates for impact point coordinate components according to certain rules, with the distribution theory of multiple random variables(probability theory), obtain the regularity that the expected sequence coordinates of individual impact points "on the straight line which can be expressed by math"; meanwhile, put forward a simple and convenient method of calculating the average and variance of impact point sequence coordinates of individual through key coefficients and lay foundation for making researches on the evaluation of armament application efficiency and optimization of firing parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generally, in the process that the armament launched from the platform is projected on fixed target by the motive power, the deviation of the actual position of the impact point relative to the predetermined position has substantial randomness due to the fact that the armament can arrive at the target position after flying or navigating in long distance, for instance, the shells that are fired and the self-propelled mines that are laid. Under the influence of such factors like the errors in flight or navigation, platform position errors, etc., the randomness is not only related to the situation that whether the individual armament could hit the target or not or enter the predetermined area, but also influence the effect that multiple armaments fire on fixed targets scale or intensive application. In this circumstance, the analysis of dispersion characteristic of impact points is the basis of making researches on application efficiency evaluation and firing parameter optimization, and the regularity of impact point sequence dispersion is one of the basic ways to solve the above-mentioned problems.
II. THE DEFINITION AND DISPERSION REGULARITY OF IMPACT POINT SEQUENCE COORDINATES

A. The Definition of Impact Point Sequence Coordinates
Supposing armaments are projecting on fixed targets and n impact points will be formed. r . Arrange the X components of n impact point coordinates in the sequence from small to large, 
B. The Dispersion Regularity of Impact Point Sequence
Coordinates According to the definition of impact point sequence coordinates and the relevant knowledge of probability theory, the distribution density function [1, 2] is as follows,
Hereinto, the mathematical expression of auxiliary function 
Do the integral to variable y in Formula (1) and obtain the distribution density function of impact point horizontal 
In addition,
Similarly, the distribution density function of impact point vertical adjoint sequence coordinate   s Y can be obtained.
Then the average and variance of   s Y are respectively as follows, 
III. THE DISPERSION CHARACTERISTIC OF IMPACT POINT SEQUENCE COORDINATES WITH ARMAMENT PROJECTING ON FIXED TARGETS
When armaments are projecting on fixed targets, n impact points will be formed. Generally it is considered that the dispersion of impact points   Obviously, in the condition that the parameters n and s are given, we can find the corresponding constant s c , and conveniently make use of Formula (9)and(10) to calculate the average and variance of horizontal sequence coordinates and vertical adjoins sequence coordinates.
V. CONCLUSION
To sum up, when armaments are projecting on fixed targets, and n impact point sequence coordinates comply with normal distribution when average, variance and covariance are equal. The impact point expectation sequence coordinates are on the same straight line; meanwhile, the critical coefficients s c and s d that influence the dispersion of impact point sequence coordinates are put forth. I n addition, because the critical coefficients are irrelevant to the impact point distribution parameters and only relevant to the armament projection quantity as well as the sequence number of impact points, therefore, we can make numerical tables of these constants under common circumstances, and the personnel concerned can refer to the tables for the corresponding constant values directly according to relevant parameters, or obtain calculation results by computer programming methods so as to conduct tactical calculations.
